Link to online plan book and student calendar – just a document – no audio

http://www.livescribe.com/cgi-bin/WebObjects/LDApp.woa/wa/MLSOverviewPage?sid=VN8WtkjnZQBl
Link to a red-winged blackbird song soundbite – used for an identification chart for an Everglades field trip

http://www.livescribe.com/cgi-bin/WebObjects/LDApp.woa/wa/MLSOverviewPage?sid=5QwRnpZfk6bF
Link to a set of lecture notes taken by a student in an Earth Science class – graphic organizer, a diagram and audio

http://www.livescribe.com/cgi-bin/WebObjects/LDApp.woa/wa/MLSOverviewPage?sid=gJfmnRgp7QWj
Link to a continuation of the above Earth notes

http://www.livescribe.com/cgi-bin/WebObjects/LDApp.woa/wa/MLSOverviewPage?sid=PPGks1CdrpS6
Link to a public academic file where a teacher draws a sketch of a President and while he is drawing, he gives a profile statement in the President’s voice – some are quite funny and some cannot be played in a classroom!
http://www.livescribe.com/cgi-bin/WebObjects/LDApp.woa/wa/MLSOverviewPage?sid=PzltDDSkzQzr
This link is amazing for looking at processes and abilities. Think of ways that you could use this type of display within your course.

http://www.livescribe.com/cgi-bin/WebObjects/LDApp.woa/wa/MLSOverviewPage?sid=nN4BC2QqmZlG
Superman being drawn by an artist who was using the Pulse for the first time

Agenda
Enhance instruction at any level
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bX5z4w4A5HA

Engages students/assistive device for RtI or access to curriculum
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GYG8PgGeedU

Working tool for University Supervisors – use in an observation
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rRJ5Nhbi44

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bTG9FPc60WU

Hands-on and multi-modal
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t3RwtcpQYso

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eOtHT_flaoY for the Blind Periodic Table

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eVn7WMUH7yc for fun and music